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Professor David
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From the President
Dear Flute Society Members,

Patron
Alison Rosser
Vice Patrons
Associate Professor
Elizabeth Koch OAM
Robert Brown

Merry Christmas,
Happy New Year
and Fine Fluting to all
of our members and
their families

As I am writing this, I can’t believe that the
end of the year is looming and this is our
last newsletter for the year� this year has
flown by.
We held our Adult Amateurs Afternoon

on Sunday September 15 at Unley Uniting
Church. Alison Rosser directed a
wonderful afternoon of ensemble playing
with some tips on Alexander Technique
and breathing. A small but enthusiastic
group worked very hard learning new
repertoire and developing their ensemble
skills before enjoying a well-earned
afternoon tea.

The Tutti Flutti performance afternoon

took place on Sunday September 22. The
concert programme was varied with
performances by younger flautists through
to University students and a flute quartet
who made the most of the opportunity to
gain some performance practice before
their final assessment. Thank you very
much to Linda Pirie for her ever efficient
organisation skills and to Monika Laczofy
for her expert accompanying.

Follow the Flute
Society on Facebook.
Like our page at
https://www.facebook
.com/flutesocietyofsa.

I am very excited to inform you that the
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Flute Society of South Australia Inc. now
has a new logo!
When Linda Pirie suggested to the
committee it was time to update our ‘look’
she went to work researching options and
after some deliberation and creative input
from the committee we have all embraced
the change and are definitely admiring our
new modern distinctive logo. Thank you
Linda, for all of your work inspiring,
instigating and co-ordinating the new logo!

Across the wider flute community, I would
like to congratulate Lyndie and David
Leviston and the Australian Flute
Festival Committee for their organisation
of the Australian Flute Festival, recently
held in Canberra. It commenced on Friday
October 4 with a Professional

Development Day, continuing through to
Monday October 7. It is impossible to
summarise the four days in a paragraph!
There were many highlights including the
outstanding guest artists, Marianne
Gedigian, Jim Walker and Roberto
Álvarez. At the Professional
Development Day, Jocelyn Edey
Fazzone, Christine Draeger and
Lamorna Nightingale performed a
selection of works from their Fluteworthy
Publications and this was a wonderful
way to discover some new gems in the
new AMEB syllabus. From yoga to
instrument repairing to beat boxing, the
only difficulty was deciding which class to
attend!

It was great to see a number of Adelaide

flautists presenting sessions at the
festival, including Associate Professor
Elizabeth Koch OAM, Alan Aungles
and Melanie Walters. Ex-Adelaide
flautist and composer Michal Rosiak was
very well represented at the trade table
with an ever expanding collection of his
compositions and it was wonderful to see
him perform another of his clever, quirky
works at the closing concert.

Our Annual General Meeting will be

held on Sunday November 24 at 12-30
pm followed by lunch at Alfonso’s in Hutt
Street. We would love to see you there if
you are able to attend. Please contact
Margaret Coventry (Ph. 8232-2884) by
Monday November 18 as we will need to
book for lunch.

All the best for your end of year flute
exams and concerts.
Season’s greetings to you and your
families.

Karen Fletcher
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COMING EVENTS
THE COMMITTEE IS PLANNING SOME EXCITING EVENTS FOR 2014!!
More details will be given in the March 2014 issue of South Australian Flute News.

The new banner and logo are
launched at the Tutti Flutti afternoon

☆WELCOME TO
OUR NEW MEMBERS☆
Indyanna Rashleigh
Georgina Kelman
We hope you enjoy being part of the
Flute Society and look forward to
seeing you at our events.
Please visit our website!

�MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
NOTICES�
These were posted in mid
October. Please send your
membership renewal to the
Membership Secretary, The
Flute Society of SA Inc., PO
Box 3208, Norwood, SA 5067.

� LIBRARY�
The Flute Society Library is housed
in Elizabeth Koch’s room (LG 14) at
the Elder School of Music. There is a
large selection of sheet music, flute
ensemble music (duets, trios,
quartets and quintets), magazines,
books and cassettes. Elizabeth may
be contacted during office hours on
8313-5343
or
e-mail
elizabeth.koch@adelaide.edu.au to
arrange a time for borrowing.
arran

CAROLYN WHITE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 2014

When:
June 2014 (June 14 or 21).
Venue:
to be announced.
The brochure and entry form will be included in the March 2014 issue of South Australian Flute News.

ADELAIDE EISTEDDFOD FLUTE AND WOODWIND
DIVISIONS 2014
When:
Venue:
Adjudicators:

August 8-11
Rosefield Uniting Church, 2 Carlton Street, Highgate
to include Julia Grenfell, Lisa Gill (flute), Anna Lester
(woodwind).
Entries for the 2014 Adelaide Eisteddfod will again be electronic. GENI (Gaia
Eisteddfod Navigator Interface) will be used. GENI is being used by many
Eisteddfod Societies in Australia. To enter the Adelaide Eisteddfod, visit
http://www.sacomment.com/aes.htm, look for the link to GENI, and then look for
‘Adelaide Eisteddfod’ under ‘Participating Eisteddfods’. Most of the answers about
what to do are dealt with under ‘Top Questions?’ and ‘More Information’. It is
envisaged that access to the Adelaide Eisteddfod via GENI will begin in late
January/early February 2014, but it would be helpful to check out the GENI website
in advance. Entries will close on April 11. No late entries will be accepted.
Please look for the following new section, Flute Solo 8 Years and Under. Please
check out Flute Solo 10 Years and Under, Folk Tune: we would like more entries in
this new section. Flute Duets: please decide which partner is going to submit the
entry, and remember to give your partner’s name (also in the Flute Trio or Quartet
section). In 2013, several duet partners entered separately and this was discovered
after the programme had gone on the website! The Orchestral Excerpts section has
been revised so it is now open (no grade levels) and a list of suggested repertoire
books has been provided; previous first prize winners may enter this section again.
Also look for the Australian Music section, the new Flute Concerto section, Adelaide
Eisteddfod Concerto, Woodwind Ensembles section in the Woodwind Division, and
the Eisteddfod Ensemble Event. Please note that different concerti must be played
for the Flute Concerto section and Adelaide Eisteddfod Concerto.

THE FLUTE SOCIETY PROGRAM ON 5MBS presented by Robert Brown

The Flute Society Program is broadcast on Monday evenings at 7 pm and repeated on the
following Saturday at 5 pm. 5MBS is located at 99.9 on the FM Band.
Dates
Monday, December 9
Saturday, December 15
Monday, February 10
Saturday, February 15
Monday, April 14
Saturday, April 19

Program
Music for the Festive Season, including Elizabeth Koch and Suzanne
Handel playing Christmas classics.
A selection of tracks from Flute Vocalise and The Expressive Voice of the
Flute, new CDs featuring Kenneth Smith, flute, and Paul Rhodes, piano
Duo Merindah, Teresa Rabe, flute, Minh Le Hoang, guitar, including music
by Vivaldi and Schubert

The theme music used for the Flute Society Program is Rimsky-Korsakov’s Flight of the Bumblebee,
played by Sir James Galway, flute, with Hiro Fujikake, synthesizer.
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CONCERTS Send your concert details to the Editor for inclusion in this section.
RECITALS   Wednesday Lunch Hour Concerts 2013
Where:
Pilgrim Church, 12 Flinders Street, Adelaide
When:
12-10 pm and 1-10 pm
Admission:
Adults: $5, Concession: $4. Tickets at the door.
Enquiries:
Recitals Australia, Ph. 8266-4936.
See http://www.recitalsaustralia.org.au/ for more information.
Elder Hall Lunch Hour Concert Series
When:
1-10 pm
Admission:
$7
See www.adelaide.edu.au/events/concert/lunch/ for more information.

NOTES AND NEWS
METROPOLITAN MALE CHOIR SCHOLARSHIP
RESULTS FOR 2013
First place, pianist Brian Luo, aged 12
Second place, flautist and pianist Jordan Paterson, aged 12.
June Genders Encouragement Award, flautist Natasha Slater.

 IN MEMORIUM
Honorary Life member
Beth Peake
died on October 18, aged 93.
Beth studied with David Cubbin
in the 1960s as an adult
student. She was a member of
Alex Gemmell’s flute group in
the 1970s and 1980s and later
played
in
the
Mitcham
Orchestra.
Beth taught the
flute at Walford Anglican
School for Girls. She was a
committee member in the
earlier days of the Flute
Society and helped with the
organisation
of
the
2nd
Australian Flute Convention,
held over Easter, 1976, at
Pulteney Grammar School.
Beth went to several of the
NFA Flute Conventions in the
USA. Beth and her husband
Glen were regular helpers at
the Adelaide Eisteddfod Flute
Division.
Beth was a vibrant and
wonderful person: she will be
missed. Our sympathy goes to
Beth’s daughter, Anne, and her
family.

DAVID CUBBIN MEMORIAL FUND FOR 2014
Grants are available to assist young Australian flautists attend a Flute Festival or
Flute Event during 2014. Please send a letter requesting financial assistance to
David Cubbin Memorial Fund, C/- Robert Brown, PO Box 3228, Norwood, SA
5067 by Monday, May 5, 2014. Please include your contact information - postal
address, telephone number, e-mail address. Applicants are required to provide a
supporting letter from their teacher.

Beth Peake, far left, helps with the
10th Anniversary Flute Cake, 1982.
Alison Rosser and David Cubbin are
holding the Flute Cake.
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Fabulous Flute and Fife Fun Day
2013

RECENT EVENTS
Fabulous Flute and
Fife Fun D ay 2013

Getting ready for action

Held: Sunday, August 11
Unley Uniting Church
Guest Director: Teresa Rabe

'Flute and Fife Fun Day was really fun
because the music sounded really
good', Scarlett Bauer (aged 8).
‘All the blowing made me a bit tired,
but I liked the concert and when
Mum and Dad got to come and hear
me play’, Imogen Steyn (aged 6).
‘IT WAS AWESOME’, Indy Rashleigh
(aged 8).

Concentration

‘Lots of fun - a great way to meet
other flautists!, Adela Teubner (aged
11).♫

Adult Amateurs Flute
Afternoon
Held: Sunday, September 15
Unley Uniting Church
Director: Alison Rosser

by Sylvia Beare

Try this

Watching
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It was a great pleasure to join a few
adult flute players for another Adult
Amateurs Flute Afternoon. Under the
competent guidance of Alison Rosser,
reminding us how important it was to
breath correctly, we had great fun – it is
very good to refresh and renew
ourselves, who often fall into bad habits
with our playing.
I hope next time to see a few more
adult players join for an afternoon of
fun and instruction. Great to play a
part in Brenda McMurtrie’s and Robert
Brown’s setting of the Finlandia
melody. The Pavane was a challenge.
Come and join us next time.♫

TUTTI FLUTTI – FLUTE
PERFORMANCE
AFTERNOON

Held: Sunday, September 22
Unley Uniting Church
by Ashleigh Taylor, Year 9,
Concordia College
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AUSTRALIAN FLUTE
FESTIVAL

Held: October 4-7, 2013
ANU School of Music, Canberra
Patron:
Margaret Crawford
Director:
David Leviston
Co-ordinator: Lyndie Leviston
Artistic Directors: Virginia Taylor and
Vernon Hill
Junior Day: Shaun Barlow

Thank you to the organising team for
presenting another exciting and action
packed Flute Festival. The guest
artists from overseas, including Jim
Walker, Marianne Gedigian, Roberto
Álvarez, Michel Bellavance and
Adrianna Lis, were all excellent.
Another Flute Festival is promised for
2015! ♫
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RECENT EVENTS
ADELAIDE EISTEDDFOD FLUTE AND
WOODWIND DIVISIONS

Held: August 9-12, Rosefield Uniting Church, Highgate
Adjudicators: Teresa Rabe (flute), Josie Hawkes (woodwind)

MESSAGE FROM THE CONVENOR
by Robert Brown

Afternoon Tea

Thank you to the sponsors who generously supported the 2013 Flute Division and
the team of volunteers who helped with booking in, ticket selling, announcing and
time keeping. Thank you to the adjudicator, Teresa Rabe, for her friendly, helpful
comments and detailed written reports. Congratulations to all of the competitors – I
enjoyed hearing your performances.

RESULTS
The Ray Rosser Memorial Award for the most promising flautist from the 10 years
and Under and 12 years and Under Sections, was awarded to Sophia Fry.
The David Cubbin Flute Award, for the most promising flautist in the Open Flute
Section, was awarded to Jordan Paterson.
SECTION F601 - Solo Flute 10 Years and Under
1st Prize: Tahlia West; 2nd Prize: Asha Reilly; 3rd Prize: Emily Nolis.

Flute and Fife Day Concert

SECTION F623 - Solo Flute 10 Years and Under, Folk tune
1st Prize: Matilda Rosser.
SECTION F602 - Solo Flute 12 Years and Under
1st Prize: Lily Seymour; 2nd Prize: Lauren Kris; 3rd Prize: Jessica Hill; Hon.
Mention: Than-Mai Nguyen, Amber Washington.
SECTION F600 - Grade 2 AMEB Flute Solo
1st Prize: Heidi Li; 2nd Prize: Emily Nolis; Hon. Mention: Gemma Vice, Suzy
Iguchi.
SECTION F603 - Grade 3 AMEB Flute Solo
1st Prize: Andi Custodio; 2nd Prize: Alyshia Vu; Hon. Mention: Lucille Bergen.
SECTION F604 - Solo Flute 14 Years and Under
1st Prize: Jordan Paterson; 2nd Prize: Anita Chaplin; 3rd Prize: Jenny Hu; Hon.
Mention: Erin Birchwood, Sarina Iguchi.

Flute and Fife Day Tutors
�

Adult Amateurs Flute Afternoon

SECTION F605 - Grade 4 AMEB Flute Solo
1st Prize: Tahlia West; 2nd Prize: Sophia Fry; 3rd Prize: Jessica Hill; Hon. Mention:
Lauren Kris, Sophie Rosser.
SECTION F606 - Solo Flute 16 Years and Under
1st Prize: Jordan Paterson; 2nd Prize: Jade DeGregorio; 3rd Prize: Emily Squires;
Hon. Mention: Amelia Racz, Tessa Liberali.

Alison Rosser playing bass flute
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RECENT EVENTS
Some Adult Amateur Afternoon Flautists

�
TUTTI FLUTTI – FLUTE
PERFORMANCE AFTERNOON

SECTION F607 - Solo Flute 18 Years and Under
1st Prize: Bethany Jones; 2nd Prize: Lauren Carthew; 3rd Prize: Ernastina Lippett.
SECTION F608 - Grade 5 AMEB Solo Flute
1st Prize: Audrey Yeo; 2nd Prize: Fred Butcher; 3rd Prize: Erin Birchwood; Hon.
Mention: Simone Koch.
SECTION F609 - Grade 6 AMEB Solo Flute
1st Prize: Maria Zhadanovich; 2nd Prize: Anita Chaplin; 3rd Prize: Grace Lund;
Hon. Mention: Michelle Melville-Smith, Jennifer Brohier.
SECTION F610 - Grade 7 & 8 AMEB Solo Flute
1st Prize: Kirsty Palmer; 2nd Prize: Keira Simmons; 3rd Prize: Emily Squires; Hon.
Mention: Leanda Michael.
SECTION F611 - Open Flute Section
1st Prize: Scott Gunn; 2nd Prize: Naomi Robinson; 3rd Prize: Kelsey Robinson;
Hon. Mention: Jordan Paterson.

Linda welcomes everyone

SECTION F612 - Complete Flute Sonata or Suite
1st Prize: Jordan Paterson.; 2nd Prize: Brigid Delaney.
SECTION F613 - Flute Duet, Grade 4 and Under
1st Prize: Anna Goldsmith and Leticia Azzollini; 2nd Prize: Shannon Miller and
Nathalie Johnstone.

Performance with Monika accompanying

SECTION F614 - Flute Duet, Grades 5 and 6
1st Prize: Nathasha Slater and Tamsin Endley; 2nd Prize: Anita Chaplin and
Simone Koch; Hon. Mention: Sonya Abdelmalek and Emma Dowling.
SECTION F624 - Flute Duet, Grade 7 and Above
1st Prize: Sophie Barritt and Ernastina Lippett.
SECTION F615 – Piccolo Solo
1st Prize: Emily Squires; 2nd Prize: Lauren Carthew.
SECTION F616 – Flute Trio or Quartet, 15 Years and Under
1st Prize: Fred Butcher, Lily Seymour, Andi Custodio, Sophie Rosser.

Counting the introduction
�

AUSTRALIAN FLUTE FESTIVAL

SECTION F617 – Flute Study, Grade 5 and Above
1st Prize: Sophie Barritt; 2nd Prize: Brigid Delaney; Hon. Mention: Jennifer
Brohier.
SECTION F618 – Unaccompanied Flute Solo, Grade 5 and Above
1st Prize: Jessica Neale; 2nd Prize: Stephanie Neale; Hon. Mention: Naomi
Robinson.
SECTION F619 – Orchestral Excerpts, Grades 6 to 8
1st Prize: Lauren Carthew.
SECTION F620 – 18 Years and Over Flute Solo
1st Prize: Kelsey Robinson; 2nd Prize: Sophie Barritt.

Jim Walker jazzes it up
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RECENT EVENTS

ADELAIDE EISTEDDFOD FLUTE
AND WOODWIND DIVISIONS

SECTION F621/W461 – Work by Australian Composer
1st Prize: Naomi Robinson; 2nd Prize: Jessica Archbold.
SECTION F622 – French Flute Solo
1st Prize: Kelsey Robinson; 2nd Prize: Scott Gunn; Hon. Mention: Naomi
Robinson.
SECTION E805 – Year 7 and Under Ensemble
Hon. Mention: Trinity College Flute Ensemble

Booking in

SECTION C901 – Adelaide Eisteddfod Concerto
1st Prize: Helen Seppelt (flute); 2nd Prize: Tianyou Ma (violin), 3rd Prize: Kelsey
Robinson (flute); Hon. Mention: Joshua Oates (oboe).

THANK YOU

‘     
       
     
 ’.

Kelsey Robinson

EISTEDDFOD AND FLUTE AND FIFE DAY

Warm Up Room

I just wanted to extend my warmest thanks and positive feedback for what was a
very insightful and delightful weekend.
I was really happy to help out at the Fabulous Flute and Fife Fun day Sunday
and I must say it was indeed a lot of fun! I got a lot out of everything that was
said, and I know that it was good for me to watch others tutors and I feel as
though it has improved both my teaching and playing skills. I really enjoyed all
the sections of the day that Teresa took so much so that I wish I had learnt some
of those things when I was a child. I particularly enjoyed the ‘colours of the wind’
segment. So thank you for a very enjoyable and friendly day there.
I also wanted to extend my thanks for the entire eisteddfod weekend. It was
really well organised, I learnt a lot from it and I felt as though I was lucky enough
to be part of a strong flute community in Adelaide. I learnt something important to
my playing (or multiple things) in every section that I was in and it was a great
opportunity to improve! The adjudicator was wonderful and everything she told
me in her comments made a lot of sense and was really helpful. It made what is
often very daunting a really great experience.

Grade 4 and Under Flute Duet prize winners
with Teresa Rabe

So thank you to both the Flute Society and the Eisteddfod Society for a very
fulfilling weekend.
I look forward to participating again next year and hope to see you all at the next
flute event.♫
Many thanks again,

Naomi Robinson

Open Flute Solo performers with Teresa
Rabe
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CONCERT REVIEWS
St John’s Church

Hindemith Quintet
Concert

Held: Sunday July 14, St John’s
Anglican Church, Halifax Street,
Adelaide

Reviewed by Margaret Coventry

Percy Grainger

Paul Hindemith

Anton Reicha

ASO flautists, Geoffrey Collins,
Julia Grenfell, Lisa Gill

Sometimes in life we are lucky enough to
be present when there is something very
magical taking place. This is how I felt
sitting in St John’s Church, Halifax Street,
listening to the Hindemith Quintet playing
on Sunday July 14. Not only was the
audience inspired by the musicianship of
these wonderful players from Germany, but
so too were some little birds, somewhere
up in the rafters! Perhaps it was the
brilliance of Wally Hase’s flute playing that
was the cue for these birds to trill along with
the music, adding an extra dimension to the
performance.
The concert opened with a delightful
Percy Grainger number Walking Tune,
gently soothing us before being immersed
in the more edgy Paul Hindemith Kleine
Kammermusik Opus 24, No 2 and Anton
Reicha’s beautiful Quintet in Eb major,
Opus 8. The final piece, an arrangement of
Igor Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring, gave
the performers a chance to really show off
their talents, with each player taking on the
role of several different instruments usually
required for this complex and exciting
piece.
Thank you to the Australasian Double
Reed Society SA for giving us the
opportunity to hear this wonderful ensemble
here in Adelaide. It was also a great
pleasure meeting the members of the
quintet: Wally Hase, flute; Nick Deutsch,
oboe; Thorsten Johanns, clarinet; Ole
Kristian Dahl, bassoon and Saar Berger,
horn.♫

Hindemith Quintet

ADELAIDE SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA, MASTERS 5
Held: June 20-22,
Adelaide Town Hall
Soloist: Julia Grenfell, Piccolo
Composer: Paul Stanhope
Conductor: Rory Macdonald

Reviewed by Samantha
Hennessy

As part of one of the ASO’s Masters
Series concerts in June this year,
Principal Piccolo, Dr Julia Grenfell
performed the newly composed
Stanhope Piccolo Concerto;
commissioned by Symphony Services
Australia on behalf of the Adelaide,
Melbourne and Tasmanian Symphony
Orchestras.
The work had its World Premiere two
weeks earlier in Melbourne by MSO
Principal Piccolo Andrew Macleod. Julia
gave its South Australian premiere performed over three nights in our
beautiful Adelaide Town Hall. The
remainder of the program included
Janacek’s Taras Bulba, Dvorak’s
Nocturne for Strings in B Major and
Elgar’s Enigma Variations Opus 36.
I was fortunate enough to be playing in
the first piece on the program that week
and so got to hear multiple versions of
Julia Grenfell’s interpretation in all of its
various stages: pre-rehearsal, midrehearsal, dress rehearsal and
performance.
Incredible to me, was Julia Grenfell’s
meticulous attention to detail at every
stage in this process. Her performances
were effervescent and technically
outstanding, showcasing her mastery of
the little instrument in all its ‘hellish’
extremes. Most impressive to me still is
Julia Grenfell’s textbook signature sound
- never have I heard a more charming
and impressively powerful Piccolo sound!
The Stanhope Piccolo Concerto gave us
a much-needed boost to our comparably
small repertoire. Stanhope’s score,
though quite dense at times, gave the
Piccolo many moments to shine. He
particularly highlighted the lest-used
lower register in the Cadenza along with
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using the Piccolo to aplomb in its
brilliant tutti colouration.
As a somewhat amusing and comical
adjunct to such a formal occasion, Julia
Grenfell turned the encore on its head;
performing Tico Tico with fellow
members of the Percussion and Bass
sections, to the audience’s delight!♫

INTERVIEW
Samantha Hennessy talks to
Julia Grenfell
Q: How long was your preparation
leading up to these performances
and what exactly did it involve?
A: Well because it was a new piece
there were in some ways a limit to what
I could do as the piece was still being
written!! I got an early draft at the end
of 2012, but I only got more completed
versions in the month or two leading up
to the concert. So I learnt what I could,
when I got it. But overall I would say it
was several months of preparation for
me, starting to think about it from the
beginning of the year.
Q: What challenges did you
encounter throughout this process?
A: The biggest challenge was actually
that I would learn one version, and then
a few weeks later I would get a new
version with some changes in!! So it
was a tricky process as I had to
‘unlearn’ a few things and relearn them!
If anyone has ever learnt something
wrong they know that it can be hard to
‘reprogramme’ your brain once your
muscle memory or ear has cottoned
onto something! So that was the
hardest thing. But I do think this is
fairly normal for a new work and in
some ways the changes were made to
make things that were very difficult, be
a little easier to play. The cadenza in
particular was changed a lot, several
times. But the nature of a cadenza is
fairly fluid so I just had to go with the
flow!
Q: How do you manage nerves (if at
all)?

SA FLUTE NEWS
A: Well I think my preparation was really
thorough so I felt I had done my best in
that regard and there was not a lot more I
could do. You would be surprised how
much of a difference that realisation
makes to your nerves, there is no
nagging voice telling you that you haven’t
worked hard enough!! But that said I
knew it wouldn’t be perfect - and if you
are also able to accept this fact and live
with it, you can likewise make a bit of
peace with yourself and be confident that
it can still be a good performance. After
all, even though we always strive for
perfection in our practice, it is highly rare
to have a perfect performance. And
perfection doesn’t define the best
performances either. I think the best
ones happen when you make the best
expression and connection with the
audience as well as giving the best
authentic interpretation that you can.
Q: You don’t get a lot of rehearsal
time with the orchestra; what factors
are central to you getting the most out
of your rehearsal sessions?
A: Well the most important thing is to
know your part well obviously, but also
study how your part fits with the
orchestra. I had studied the score
thoroughly, and once the premiere had
happened in Melbourne I was able to get
hold of a recording - which helped
immensely as I learn things aurally much
quicker than visually from a score. So I
listened to the orchestral part and learnt
all of my cues well (and wrote a few
notes on my part!) This way you are
ready for your rehearsals and if anything
the rehearsals are as much for the
orchestra to learn the piece quickly as
you hopefully already know it!
Q: Can you tell me about your Piccolo
and why you chose this maker?
A: I have a Keefe piccolo, made in
Boston by Jim Keefe (who used to work
for Brannen but started his own business
around fifteen or so years ago). I tried
one of Keefe’s piccolos just after I got my
ASO job (when I was about to leave the
US) and loved it so I ordered one (the
waitlist can take a while!). I just love the
dark sound as piccolo can be such a
shrill instrument.

CONCERT REVIEWS

Julia Grenfell

INTERVIEW

SA FLUTE NEWS
Q: In retrospect, what do you consider
was the key to your success in terms
of preparation?

WEBSITE
Visit Australian flute community website
Flute Tutor at www.flutetutor.com.au.

A: I had a really solid preparation
because I started nice and early and
didn’t leave it until the last minute!! I
have two small children (aged 1 and 4)
and am working fulltime in the orchestra
so I am extremely time poor. Which
meant I had to be disciplined in my
practice and also I had no chance to
cram or do long sessions. So I chipped
away for months and it meant I was
thorough in my preparation. It was pretty
exhausting to be honest: many, many
evenings of feeling tired from the day but
still forcing myself to practice.
Q: What were the most enjoyable and
gratifying elements of the process and
did you encounter any surprising
insights along the way?
A: I think the most enjoyable part was
when the performances finally came and I
realised it was the moment to trust in my
preparation and just let go and enjoy
myself. It was a great piece and I loved
playing it, and enjoyed the challenges as
I love a good challenge!! (eg, high C# on
the piccolo!). Even though I am much
more comfortable sitting in the orchestra
and doing my normal job, it was
surprising to me that I managed to
‘change my hat’ and change my mindset
into a soloist and tap into what is
obviously the performer in me (!). I think I
surprised some of my colleagues too. So
in a way I was surprised that it went well!!
Q: I am constantly surprised at how
many flute players are intimidated by
the prospect of tackling the Piccolo;
what advice do you have for them?

Margaret Crawford

A: I can understand the intimidation. In
some ways it is a beast of an instrument.
It can be wildly unpredictable and
untameable, ha ha! And you are
significantly at the mercy of the quality of
your instrument too. But at the end of
the day you need to be a good flute
player before you are a good piccolo
player, and you need to approach it with
the same goals - playing beautifully. It
can be hard work making the piccolo
sound beautiful but you still need to use
your air even if it takes a much lower
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volume of air, and often people don’t use
enough or tighten their embouchure too
much. So you just have to adjust the
sound production slightly but other than
that the principles are generally the
same. Just treat it as a small flute!

CONVERSATIONS
WITH MARGARET
CRAWFORD
by Linda Pirie
What drew you to the flute?
Because I inherited one! I just loved
music. I started piano lessons when I
was 9. In Adelaide in those days music
lessons meant piano lessons, and I hold
to this day that piano lessons before you
learn anything else is the basis of a good
music education, as you are learning
counterpoint, harmony, using different
parts of the brain; and the piano is a very
logical, visual instrument, so it gives you
a good grounding in music. It makes
perfect musical sense - it sums up the
history of western music, in that the white
notes are the diatonic notes which all the
modes are based on, and then the black
notes were introduced little by little over
the centuries until they could play in all
twelve keys, and they could do atonal
music, so it covers so much background.
When I was 10 or 11 I contracted polio
and was in bed for a year, and my music
education then was listening to the radio
and playing the school metal fife. I tried
a violin while I was in bed and dreamt
about ‘cellos and clarinets, in other words
I wasn’t fussed which instrument I
played, I just wanted to make music. My
ambition for when I got better was to join
the school fife band when I returned to
school, but when I returned, they said
‘boys only’ and that was that.
Then my grandmother died, and I
inherited a flute which had belonged to
my uncle who was a dedicated flute
player and singer. It was about a
semitone flat, so I became adept at
playing in C# major to match the piano! I
thought the fingering was very
complicated on this instrument! Then
one of my mother’s old friends who
played the flute and belonged to the then
South Australian Flute Club invited me to
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go along and listen. They were not
accomplished players, but I remember
him playing O Star of Eve, with an
aged vibrato but a lot of feeling, and I
just cried - it was so touching. We
started playing duets together - me in
C# and him in C!
Then in my first two years in high
school I used to take bits of bamboo
into school and dig away at them with
my compass and razor blade. I bored
them out and made bamboo flutes.
One of these was absolutely stunning,
and I had that bamboo flute for about
6 years before I gave it away to
someone. I could actually play
chromatic notes with cross-fingering,
and loved this flute!
At 15 I got a phone call from
someone saying ‘My name is David
Cubbin and I hear you’re playing the
flute. Would you like lessons?’ It
hadn’t occurred to me to have lessons
on anything apart from piano, so I
agreed and learnt from him for the
next two years. At that stage David
was about 23 or 24 and Principal Flute
in the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra.
He had about six students. I turned
up with my very flat flute and he said
‘this flute will really not serve you, as
you can’t play with the piano’. The
lovely old man from the flute club
loaned me a Rudall Carte ebonite flute
that was quite sharp and the lessons
began.
In the two years David taught me he
really pushed me. David gave
wonderful lessons - an incredibly
sound technical foundation. After two
years I was finishing high school. In
those two years he pushed me. He
gave me the Rubank Elementary and
Intermediate Method books - soulless
books, but a rigorous technical
foundation, drilling trills, etc. David
was big on lengths of notes - he would
ask: ‘How many beats do you have to
play for a semibreve? And how many
beats do you have to play for four
beats? You need 5 fingers to count 4
beats’. This made me conscious of
the lengths of notes - which served me
for the rest of my musical life - not just
where you begin a note but where you
end it. And of course, music notation
being very inaccurate, most of the
notes we play are not written at the
length they are to be performed. For
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example, if I play the opening of the
Mozart G major Concerto with long note
lengths, that is bad style. The little gaps
between the notes are hugely important.
This became even more important
when I studied recorder in Vienna,
because there is no natural decay like a
violin, you have to make these decisions
about where a note will end. Playing the
recorder was like joining the monastery!
There was a rigorous application of style
that was religiously adhered to, but what
you get from it is the theology of the
music - the meaning of the music is
summed up in how long you hold each
note. How long you hold the notes
indicated whether you are an ape sloppy long notes with no understanding
of style - or a sophisticated gentleman
saying ‘après vous madame!’ An apelike length of note is a long upbeat; a
gentleman has a lifted upbeat which is
part of Viennese style. Having gone to
Vienna, there were exponents of what
they call in Vienna Wiener Klangstil
(Viennese sound style) - the tradition of
how long you hold ‘cello accompanying
notes, or lengths of dotted notes. The
early training from David taught me to be
pedantic about lengths of notes.

INTERVIEW

Margaret Crawford

It sounds as though David was a huge
inspiration musically for you.
Oh yes - he was wonderful. David taught
me the Woodall Serenade - my first
public performance, Doppler Hungarian
Pastoral Fantasy, Enesco Cantabile and
Presto. Much of what he taught me, in
terms of rubato, style, etc., must have
been absorbed from recordings. When
he taught me the Ibert Concerto six years
later it was the same - he was teaching
me where to breathe, etc. This was
totally related to the study I did later in
Europe. When I played the Doppler for
Marcel Moyse he said I did everything
that he had asked someone else to do
the week before, so I got really good
feedback from the beginning for doing
these things. These were all the things
that I had learnt from David.
After two years in Adelaide with David, I
took a position with the Melbourne
Symphony Orchestra, and I moved to
Melbourne and began lessons with Leslie
Barklamb, who had been David’s
teacher. He was a completely different
teacher to David - with a more

Margaret Crawford listens at the
Australian Flute Festival
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psychological focus. His lessons were
really lessons in philosophy. One day he
said – ‘You start practicing and after
about 15 minutes and it doesn’t work you
give up, don’t you? You need to
persevere until you break that barrier!’
Really, he meant until you felt the benefit
of the practice. He talked about
perspicacity in practice. He gave me
loads of repertoire, and sent me off at the
age of 17 to teach at Windsor Convent
and Brighton Grammar. This was
teaching by the seat of my pants! I was
terrified every week to teach boys who
were older than me and I hated teaching
at this stage! I never really liked
performing solo either, but I just loved
music and loved playing in orchestras.
I remember a lesson I had with David
years ago, where I had practiced hours
and hours. He said ‘I don’t know why
you are bothering coming today, you
haven’t practiced at all. You are wasting
your parents’ money (which wasn’t true
because he never cashed any of our
cheques) and worst of all you are
wasting my time. Go home!’ And I didn’t
get a lesson. I was so demoralized I
didn’t practice all week. When I came
back the next week for the next lesson
he said ‘See, that’s much better!’ I
thought this was extraordinary, and it
taught me a very valuable lesson - that
sometimes the benefit of the work you do
will not be seen straight away. No
amount of practice counts until you have
had time to absorb everything. It takes
time to take root, to go into your
subconscious. It was an important
lesson to learn that practice was done for
some time in the future, and not for
immediate reward. It was such a gem!
Another lesson out of this was that taking
a rest can sometimes be a good thing.
But taking a rest for too long, it will
dribble down and affect your playing.
This also gave me confidence in my
teaching and taught me that you
sometimes need to be firm with students.

Margaret explains at 2007 Flute
and Fife Fun Day

Why did you go overseas to study?
There was a cultural cringe at the time,
because the opinion at the time was that
you needed to travel overseas to get
educated. There are things to learn in
other places too of course - in Vienna I
learnt how to be Viennese, in France
how to be French. This cultural exposure
led to such wonderful musical insights.
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I moved overseas to study flute in Vienna,
but arrived too late in the year to audition
and study flute. I then had six months to fill
in, so I started recorder lessons, and
studied Baroque music. The combination
of Baroque music, Classical music and the
meaning of the music itself have always
been very important to me, and to me it
means how you can best represent the
music. The style will create the music
rather than following some formula of what
is ‘authentic’. You can never learn
Shakespeare’s accent from reading a
book, and I don’t believe you can
understand Bach’s accent from reading a
book about style either. You need to put it
through your heart and appropriate the
meaning for yourself. For example there
can be a fundamentalist following of
wrongly notated passages which the
composer missed, that some players
religiously follow for style reasons, and not
for musical reasons.
You have had so many amazing
experiences in your life - did you think
at the beginning of your musical life that
you would have had so many amazing
experiences?
My life was just one big long amazing
experience! All the plans I made came to
nothing, and all the things I didn’t plan
produced incredible results.
You must have been very dedicated,
though, as well as having obvious
natural talent.
I did practice a lot, and listened and
thought a lot. But my fingers would get
cold and not move properly, I had quite
limited breathing, too, which a lot of players
do as well. That is all countered with such
value that I have found in my teaching. I
was diligent in finding solutions to these
personal disadvantages. I was not diligent
in just playing - Fred Shade could just play
anything on the piccolo with next to no
practice, wonderful facility. This meant that
he couldn’t identify with a student that had
the stiff fingers that I had.
I remember doing the descending
passages in the second movement in the
Enesco with David and couldn’t master it. I
decided to play it as fast as I could - in
other words no faster than I could! - if I
played it without a mistake I would go up a
notch, or down a notch if I made a mistake.
In this way I went forward two steps and
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backwards one. This process of
finding the edge between what was
possible and what was not possible,
always on that frontier of what was
possible and finding out how to beat it.
I remember practicing the Enesco in
this way and feeling the rust fall off the
passages, so I eventually beat it that
way.
This year was phenomenal with
David. He was teaching me things like
the Boulez Sonatine, and the Ibert
Concerto - with which I won the
concerto competition. I remember
having a memory lapse playing the
Enesco Cantabile and Presto in the
Adelaide Town Hall for a school
concert, which was also a great life
lesson. As soon as I thought about
what the music was saying, all the
notes came back. I learnt to stay in
the moment of the music, with the
message and emotion of the music.
Focusing on that, rather than ‘what
comes after Bb’, saved me in that
moment. I didn’t rationalize, but just
sang it by ear in my mind.
So then I was in Vienna. There I did
a degree in recorder. Every year I
went to Nice. One visit, I was at a
Masterclass with Rampal. I managed
to get a lift back to Paris with Rampal
and another student. When we arrived
he played a concert in Chartres. At the
reception after the concert Rampal
asked if I would babysit his son for the
next six months. He said if I stayed in
Paris I could have free lessons and
free board. Initially I said no, as I was
all set to do my final exams for my
degree in Vienna. The other students
came up to me and said I was an idiot
and should accept it straight away!
After a sleepless night I went back to
Rampal and said I would take it. I had
no money, and used my last Metro
ticket to get to the southernmost point
in metro Paris, then hitch hiked the rest
of the way, via Basel and Munich,
through the Black Forest, Salzburg,
then on to Vienna, with dozens of trips
and some wonderful adventures, with
families, truck drivers, until I reached
Vienna. I then spoke to my teacher in
Vienna and told him that I was going to
study and live with Rampal. He told
me if I had said no that he would never
have taught me again! I completed my
final exams in Vienna six months later.
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I then began six wonderful months in
Paris, learning with a group of five or
six students with Rampal. There was
no set structure - Rampal would just
say ‘Maggie, gather the students, I will
give a lesson tomorrow afternoon.’ I
also took wonderful solfege lessons
there.
You have met some of the world’s
best and most influential players - it
must have been incredibly
inspirational. Did you do a lot of
performing in Europe?
It was incredibly inspirational. I
performed on recorder quite a lot, as
my recorder professor organised some
of these. Then I also had some gigs on
flute, mostly with academy students. I
also did a tour of Germany and Spain
with a German chamber orchestra.
There was also a guitarist that I
performed with as duo, and we did a lot
of concertising in Germany and Austria.
What drew you back to Australia?
My parents were getting older, and it
was time to come home. I spent the
next four years teaching in Canberra
and I loved it. I had a whole bag of
ideas that I was bursting to use. The
students were like sponges, soaking up
everything. The adaptability of
Australians is something that we can
use to our advantage, as we think so
little of ourselves that we absorb
information about the rest of the world.
We learn real gems, special things that
we can apply to our music.
After this I moved to Sydney
Conservatorium, where I spent the next
four years. We then moved to
Melbourne for a short time, back to
Canberra to teach with David Cubbin
for six months, then my husband got a
job in the Queensland Theatre
Orchestra, where we stayed for six
years. I taught at the Queensland
Conservatorium. Then we moved to
Geelong where I was teaching at the
VCA and the Conservatorium. In the
middle of that year I received a ‘phone
call from Alice Watton asking if I would
like to teach at the Hong Kong
Academy - they needed a head of
Woodwind, Brass and Percussion. We
were there for eight years and it was a

Margaret listens at 2007 Flute and Fife Fun
Day
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wonderful experience. Then I came home to Australia and
lectured again at the Sydney Conservatorium for eight
years.
You have a unique perspective on music institutions
Australia-wide and internationally, having worked in so
many of our finest institutions. This represents many
students you have fostered over many years across
Australia.
When you move away from a place you go out of people’s
minds, and they have a tendency to put you on a pedestal,
which gives you a bit of influence I suppose. After moving
to Melbourne to ‘retire’ I taught back at Melbourne
Conservatorium and then as Head of the Academy for three
years. I am now pretty well retired, but do teach a bit at the
Conservatorium and at the Academy.
This has been a life’s work on the flute for you, and a
grand adventure...
Music has been my life’s work. It has ended up on the flute,
but only by chance - it could have been any other
instrument. An instrument is a means to an end. It is also
for those who can’t sing! An instrument can be a vehicle,
but it can also be an obstacle. Your life’s work is
overcoming the obstacles of that particular instrument. I
think wind instruments present greater problems than some
other instruments, in terms of breathing, pitching, of saliva,
of being able to play when you are older. But music, and
overcoming these obstacles, has been my life’s work.♫
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CD REVIEW
by Robert Brown
Flute Vocalise. A Tribute to Paul Taffanel. Diversions DDV24156. Released June
10, 2013.
Kenneth Smith (flute), Paul Rhodes (piano).
Website: http://www.divine-art.co.uk/AS/kensmith.htm
Tracks: Chaminade: Concertino Opus 107; Chopin: Variations on a Theme by
Rossini; Saint-Saëns: Le Cygne from Carnival of the Animals (arr. Kenneth
Smith);Godard: Suite de Trois Morceaux Opus 116; Massenet: Meditation from
Thaïs (arr John Madden); Debussy: En Bateau from Petite Suite (arr.
Smith/Rhodes); Briccialdi: Il Carnevale di Venezia Opus 77; Rachmaninov:
Vocalise Opus 34 No 14 (arr. Kenneth Smith); Gaubert: Nocturne et Allegro
Scherzando; Fauré: Berceuse Opus 16; Borne: Fantaisie Brillante sur ‘Carmen’.
Kenneth Smith is the Principal Flute of the Philharmonia Orchestra. This tribute
to Paul Taffanel is a companion volume to ‘A Song Without Words’, a set of three
compact discs devoted to Paul Taffanel’s Legacy (Divine Art DDA21371).
Beautiful and sensitive renditions of what is now regarded as standard flute
repertoire. Paul Rhodes is the ideal accompanist, never overpowering and always
follows the soloists’ every nuance. The performances seem effortless, always the
signature of great performers. This would be an ideal Christmas stocking stuffer
for the young flautist and anyone who enjoys outstanding performances.♫

Flute Vocalise
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The Flute Society of South Australia Inc.
PO Box 3208, Norwood SA 5067
0410 717 280
Membership enquiries – Ph. (08) 8431 0452
We’re on the Web! See us at:
http://saflutesociety.org/

About The Flute Society of South Australia Inc.
The Flute Society of South Australia is a non-profit
organization that aims to foster and encourage the enjoyment
of flute playing at all levels.

The Flute Society of South Australia Inc. was founded in
July 1972 at the instigation of the late Prof. David
Cubbin.

The Society's role includes promoting local and interstate
artists, encouraging young players and forging links out into
the community.

Its members represent a wide cross-section of the
community – teachers, students, amateur flautists,
professional musicians and people from all walks of life,
all sharing the same interest – playing, talking about and
listening to the flute.

Regular activities include workshops, concerts, fun days,
masterclasses and recitals.

Newsletter Contributions

Membership Fees
Adult

$45

Student, Pensioner, Country,
Unemployed, Associate

$30

Life Membership

$675

March 2014 issue deadline – Friday, February 7
Please post to:
The Editor
South Australian Flute News
PO Box 3208, Norwood, SA 5067
(08) 8431-0452, or email to robbrown@adam.com.au

Download a membership form from our website.

Attach as a Word.doc or JPEG file or send as body text; maximum
length is 500 words. Please send separate Word and JPEG files.
Advertising rates for South Australian Flute News
Half page, $150; third page, $100; quarter page; $75.
Buy and Sell - Members free; Non-members, $15

E-mail Database and Newsletter via email
The Flute Society is building up a database of member’s e-mail addresses so that flute related news and information can be
sent to members from time to time.
Sometimes information and news becomes out-of-date before it can be published in South Australian Flute News.
If you have an e-mail address or would like to receive South Australian Flute News electronically please e-mail the details to
Robert Brown at robbrown@adam.com.au.
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